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Abstract: The second harmonic generation from gold nanoparticles trapped 
into realistic and idealized gold nanoantennas is numerically investigated 
using a surface integral equations technique. It is observed that the presence 
of a nanoparticle in the nanoantenna gap dramatically modifies the second 
harmonic intensity scattered into the far-field. These results clearly 
demonstrate that second harmonic generation is a promising alternative to 
the conventional linear optical methods for the detection of trapping events 
at the nanoscale. 
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1. Introduction 
The optical trapping of nanosized objects provides interesting opportunities for the 
development of new applications in nanophotonics [1]. While the far-field trapping of objects 
smaller than the incident wavelength is quite difficult to achieve, it was recently shown that 
plasmon nano-optical tweezers allow for the trapping of nano-objects [2–5]. Plasmon nano-
optical tweezers take advantage of the strong localization of the electric field induced by 
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) to tailor the trapping potential making the 
trapping time longer [2–5]. Since trapping events cannot be directly observed for extremely 
small nanosized objects, it is necessary to track them by indirect measurements. As an 
example, one can observe a trapping event by monitoring the spectral position shift of the 
LSPR sustained by the optical trap. The shift amplitude depends on the optical trap properties 
as well as the nature of the trapped object [6]. Depending on the experimental conditions, the 
shift amplitude can be small and the observation of trapping events challenging. As a 
consequence, it is necessary to develop new detection techniques to make such an observation 
easier. One possibility is to use parametric nonlinear optical processes [7, 8]. Indeed, it was 
recently shown that second harmonic generation (SHG) opens up new possibilities for 
determining the properties of SPR [9] and for practical applications such as nonlinear 
plasmonic sensing [10], shape characterization [11–14], and imaging [15–17]. Furthermore, 
SHG from metal metamaterials was also intensively studied [18–22]. 
In the present article, the detection of trapping events with dipole nanoantennas using 
second harmonic (SH) far-field is investigated numerically. Using surface integral equation 
techniques, both the linear and the SH responses of coupled gold nanoantenna and 
nanoparticle systems are computed. Both idealized and realistic nanoantennas are considered, 
emphasizing that SHG is an alternative tool to the conventional LSPR shift measurements for 
monitoring trapping events in experimentally realizable plasmonic nano-optical tweezers. 
Finally, the detection limit of this approach in terms of particle size is discussed. 
2. Results and discussion 
The numerical calculations presented in this article have been performed with surface integral 
equation methods. These methods have already been described elsewhere [23–26] and were 
used for the analysis of both the linear and SH responses of plasmonic nanostructures [11, 13, 
25, 27]. All the considered nanoantennas are in a water environment (n = 1.33) and the 
dielectric constant of gold is taken from experimental data [28]. The nanoantennas are driven 
by an incident plane wave propagating along the z-axis and linearly polarized along the x-axis, 
see Fig. 1. Only a surface contribution to the SHG is considered in this work [29, 30], and the 
surface of the plasmonic nanostructures is discretized with an adaptive triangular mesh with 
typical side of 5 nm but smaller triangles are used to describe the rounded nanocorners and 
the spherical nanoparticles [31]. The approximate side length of the triangle mesh is 
respectively 1.25 nm, 0.7 nm, and 0.4 nm for the description of the 20 nm, 10 nm, and 5 nm 
spherical nanoparticles. Note that the present work focuses on the detection of metal 
nanoparticles but the detection of dielectric spheres is also of practical interest and will be 
addressed in the future [32, 33]. 
2.1 Idealized nanoantenna 
Let us first consider an ideal nanoantenna composed of two 100 nm long 40 x 40 nm2 section 
rectangular arms with 5 nm rounded corners separated by a 25 nm nanogap. The scattering 
spectrum exhibits a resonance peak at the wavelength λ = 840 nm (data not shown). Note that 
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the maximum of the extinction spectrum does not necessary correspond to the maximal near-
field enhancement in general and the exact spectral position of the maximal SHG efficiency 
cannot be directly determined from the linear scattering spectrum [34]. In order to avoid such 
an indeterminacy in the following analysis, the incident wavelength is first chosen shorter 
than the LSPR (incident wavelength λ = 730 nm) [35]. Furthermore, the observation of SHG 
from plasmonic nanostructures requires femtosecond optical pulses, the bandwidth of which 
can be larger than the plasmon shift, making the determination of LSPR maximum 
complicated. The influence of a 20 nm gold nanoparticle located in the nanogap on the 
fundamental (linear) near-field distributions is discussed first. 
 
Fig. 1. Normalized near-field intensity distributions evaluated at the (a)-(b) fundamental and 
(c)-(d) SH wavelength (all shown in a logarithmic scale) close to an idealized antenna without 
(left-hand side panels) and with a 20 nm gold nanoparticle in the nanogap (right-hand side 
panels). The nanogap is 25 nm long. The fundamental and SH wavelengths correspond to λ = 
730 nm and λ = 365 nm, respectively. Note that the color scales are identical for the panels (a) 
and (b) and for the panels (c) and (d). 
Figure 1 shows the near-field intensity distribution at the fundamental wavelength in the 
case of both (a) the bare nanoantenna and (b) the antenna with a 20 nm gold nanoparticle 
trapped in the center of the nanogap (nanoparticle position: x = 0 nm, y = 0 nm, and z = 0 nm). 
A direct comparison indicates that the near-field intensity, evaluated at the end of the 
nanoantenna arm (x = −113 nm, y = 0 nm, and z = 0 nm) is decreased by 34% when a 
nanoparticle is trapped in the nanogap. Indeed, the inclusion of a 20 nm gold nanoparticle in 
the nanogap redshifts the LSPR by approximately 5 nm. The LSPR shift is induced by the 
hybridization between the modes of the trapped plasmonic nanoparticle and the trapping 
nanoantenna [6, 36]. The near-field intensity decrease indicates that the presence of the gold 
nanoparticle shifts the SPR away from the incident wavelength (λ = 730 nm) [37]. Although 
the detection limit of this shift in the linear regime has been widely studied in the past, this is 
not the case for nonlinear optical processes. For a detailed discussion of the linear case, the 
reader is referred to our previous publication [6]. The corresponding SH near-field 
distributions have been computed and the results are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Contrary to 
the linear case, the SH near-field intensity is not as much enhanced when a gold nanoparticle 
is present in the nanogap. Note further that the SH intensity at the extremities of the antenna is 
even lower when a particle is trapped in the gap, compare Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). It is worth to 
note that the SH intensity minimum observed in the empty nanogap is due to destructive 
interferences between the nonlinear sources [38]. Despite a strong enhancement of the 
fundamental electric field in the nanogap, this non-radiative behavior is also expected when a 
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nanoparticle is located at the nanogap center since the centrosymmetry is conserved [39]. The 
SH far-field properties will now be discussed in detail. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Normalized SH intensity scattered in the horizontal plane calculated in the case of 
the bare idealized nanoantenna and with a 20 nm gold nanoparticle at different positions; (b) 
Normalized SH intensity scattered in the vertical plane calculated considering the SH scattered 
wave polarized into the (O, x, y) plane in the case of the bare idealized nanoantenna and with a 
20 nm gold nanoparticle at different positions. The nanogap is 25 nm long and the incident 
wavelength is λ = 730 nm. The panels (c) and (d) correspond to identical computation 
parameters as the panels (a) and (b), respectively, but for an incident wavelength λ = 860 nm. 
In order to determine the influence of a trapped nanoparticle on the SH far-field emission 
and to quantify the prospect of remote detection of trapping events using SHG, we show in 
Fig. 2 the normalized SH intensity scattered in the horizontal (O, x, z) plane and the vertical 
(O, x, y) plane, computed in the far-field (evaluated 50 μm away from the antenna) as a 
function of the scattering direction. This corresponds to angle-resolved SH light scattering 
measurements [40–42]. In addition to positioning the trapped particle in the center of the gap, 
we also now investigate the SH intensity for other positions keeping the nanoparticle close to 
the nanogap, see Fig. 2. Displacements of the trapped nanoparticle along the z- and y- 
directions are expected to provide the same kind of response since this antenna is symmetric 
in these two directions. On the contrary, any displacements along the x-direction are not 
expected to induce an important LSPR shift since the amplitude of the displacements along 
this direction is limited by the nanogap dimension and the near-field intensity in the nanogap 
is almost constant when the coordinate x varies. For all the investigated configurations, a four 
lobes pattern is observed in the vertical plane. This emission pattern is characteristic of a 
quadrupolar SH emission [43, 44]. Such an observation is not surprising since SHG from 
centrosymmetric metal nanostructures is forbidden in the electric dipole approximation [43, 
44]. As observed for the SH near-field intensity, the SH intensity scattered into the far-field 
decreases due to the presence of the gold nanoparticle and its influence on the LSPR. When 
the nanoparticle is situated at the nanogap center, the intensity of the two lobes observed 
between –x and x in the horizontal plane drops by 25%, see Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, the 
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intensity of the four lobes observed in the vertical plane decreases by 30%, see Fig. 2(b). The 
impact on the trapped nanoparticle on the nonlinear response decrease when the nanoparticle 
is not situated at the nanogap center. Indeed, the coupling between the nanoparticle and the 
nanoantenna depends on their relative position and the SH intensity is minimum when the 
nanoparticle is at the gap center i. e. when the plasmon coupling is the strongest [6, 36]. 
Let us address the spectral flexibility of SHG as a tool for detection of trapping events at 
the nanoscale. Further computations of the SH far-field distribution have been performed 
considering an incident plane wave at a longer wavelength than the bare nanoantenna LSPR 
(incident wavelength λ = 860 nm). When the nanoparticle is situated at the nanogap center, 
the intensity of two lobes observed between –x and x in the horizontal plane is multiplied by 
2.8, while the intensity of the 4 lobes observed in the vertical plane is multiplied by 2.4. In 
summary, the trapping of a nanoparticle leads to an increase or a decrease of the scattered SH 
intensity depending if the incident wavelength is shorter or longer than the initial LSPR 
supported by the nanoantenna. This result underlines the flexibility of SHG as a new method 
for the detection of trapping events since the incident wavelength does not need to be 
accurately tuned at the LSPR maximum. Nevertheless, the nanofabrication of regular 
plamonic antennas is difficult to achieve and the presence of morphology defects is known to 
modify their near-field optical response [27]. For this reason, in the next section we consider 
more realistic nanoantennas shapes [6]. 
2.2 Realistic nanoantenna 
Let us now investigate SH measurements of the trapping in a more realistic nanoantenna. 
Indeed, it was recently shown that the morphology of a plasmonic nanoantenna strongly 
influences the SH signal, even when the linear response is not affected [13]. The mesh used 
for the realistic nanoantenna here has been adapted from a scanning electron microscope 
image [27]. The two arms are 100 nm long and the gap distance is 25 nm. The resonance 
wavelength is λ = 710 nm. Note that results discussed in this article are general and 
independent of the LSPR spectral position. Figure 3 shows the fundamental near-field 
intensity distributions for the bare nanoantenna and with a 20 nm gold nanoparticle trapped in 
the nanogap (nanoparticle position: x = 0 nm, y = 0 nm, and z = 0 nm). As observed when the  
 
Fig. 3. Normalized near-field intensity distributions evaluated at the (a)-(b) fundamental and 
(c)-(d) SH wavelength close to a realistic antenna without (left hand side panels) and with a 20 
nm gold nanoparticle in the nanogap (right hand side panels). The nanogap is 25 nm long. The 
fundamental and SH wavelengths are λ = 710 nm and λ = 355 nm, respectively. Note that the 
color scales are identical for the panels (a) and (b) and for the panels (c) and (d). 
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idealized nanoantenna is driven by a plane wave with a wavelength matching its LSPR, the 
trapping of a gold nanoparticle induces an enhancement of the fundamental electric field in 
the nanogap as well as a decrease of the fundamental electric field at the nanoantenna arm 
ends resulting from the LSPR shift. The SH near-field intensity distributions computed for the 
realistic nanoantenna are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). 
As in the case of the idealized nanoantenna, the SH intensity scattered into the far-field is 
evaluated in both the vertical and horizontal planes as a function of the scattering direction, 
see Figs. 4(a) and (b). The emission patterns are not as symmetric as the ones observed for the 
idealized nanoantenna but the impact of the trapped gold nanoparticle on the SH response is 
still clearly visible. Contrary to the previous observation made for the idealized nanoantenna, 
the SH intensity increases or decreases depending on the scattering direction. This behavior is 
explained by the non-centrosymmetric shape of the realistic nanoantenna gap. The 
interferences between the nonlinear sources standing close to the nanogap are not fully 
destructive and an augmentation of the fundamental near-field intensity tends to increase the 
SH signal scattered in the far-field [39]. On the contrary, the shift of the LSPR induces a 
decrease of the fundamental near-field intensity and tends to decrease the SH signal. Due to 
the interplay between these two effects, the overall SH conversion yield is almost not 
modified by the trapped nanoparticle when the incident wavelength matches the LSPR of the 
bare realistic nanoantenna. In order to further investigate this interplay between enhancement 
and lowering of the SH signal, further simulations have been performed considering an 
incident wavelength longer than the bare nanoantenna LSPR. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the 
SH intensity far-field distribution considering an incident wavelength λ = 750 nm. In this 
case, both the LSPR shift and enhancement of the fundamental electric field in the nanogap 
tend to increase the SH conversion efficiency. As a result, the SH intensity is increased in 
almost all the scattering directions and the trapping of a gold nanoparticle can be detected in 
various experimental configurations. Furthermore, the symmetry of the experimental system 
is broken when realistic nanoantennas are considered and displacement of the trapped 
nanoparticle along y- and x-directions is also detectable. 
Finally, the detection limit of trapping events in the nonlinear regime is considered. 
Computations have been performed considering gold nanoparticles with smaller diameters (5 
nm and 10 nm. The presence of smaller gold nanoparticles in the nanogap also results in 
change of the SH intensity far-field distribution. The maximal variation of the lobe intensity is 
8% for the 10 nm gold nanoparticle but less than 2% for the 5 nm one, demonstrating that 
small nanoparticles are barely observed. Nevertheless, the electric field enhancement in the 
nanogap increases with decreasing nanogap dimensions, allowing to detect smaller 
nanoparticles [6]. Indeed, it was shown that the LSPR shift is proportional to the near-field 
intensity felt by the trapped nanoparticle [6]. Finally, we consider a realistic antenna with a 
shorter gap of 15 nm, keeping the arm length constant. The resonant wavelength is then 
shifted to 730 nm. Indeed, the plasmonic coupling increases with decreasing gap distance, 
resulting in a longer resonant wavelength [45]. Computations of the SH far-field distribution 
have been performed considering an incident plane wave with a wavelength λ = 730 nm, see 
Fig. 5(b). In this case, the maximal lobe intensity variation is 23% for the 10 nm gold 
nanoparticle and almost 5% for the 5 nm one demonstrating that the detection limit can be 
increased if the nanoantenna dimensions are optimized. Further simulations have been 
performed considering a gold nanoparticle close to the nanoantenna but not in the nanogap. 
The SH response has been computed for a 20 nm nanoparticle located laterally on the gap (x = 
40 nm) of the realistic nanoatenna with a 25 nm gap and comparison with the bare 
nanoantenna shows no modification of the nonlinear response as it was previously reported in 
the linear regime [6]. As a consequence, the detection of trapping events in this configuration 
is not expected to be more sensitive using SHG than considering the linear response. 
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 Fig. 4. (a) Normalized SH intensity scattered in the vertical plane calculated considering the 
SH scattered wave polarized into the (O, x, y) plane in the case of the bare realistic 
nanoantenna and with a 20 nm gold nanoparticle at different positions. (b) Normalized SH 
intensity scattered in the horizontal plane calculated in the case of the bare realistic 
nanoantenna and with a 20 nm gold nanoparticle situated at different positions. The incident 
wavelength is λ = 710 nm. The panels (c) and (d) correspond to identical computation 
parameters as the panels (a) and (b), respectively, but for an incident wavelength λ = 750 nm. 
 
Fig. 5. Normalized SH intensity scattered in the horizontal plane calculated in the case of the 
bare realistic nanoantenna and with a gold nanoparticle with various diameters situated at the 
nanogap center. (a) The nanogap is 25 nm long and the incident wavelength is λ = 710 nm. (b) 
The nanogap is 15 nm long and the incident wavelength is λ = 730 nm. 
3. Conclusions 
In summary, the detection of metal nanoparticles in the nanogap of dipolar nanoantennas 
using SHG has been numerically investigated using a surface integral equation method. 
Considering idealized nanoantennas, it was shown that the trapping of a metal nanoparticle in 
the nanogap results in an increase of the SH intensity if the SPR is shifted closer to the 
incident wavelength or in a decrease of the SH intensity if the SPR is shifted away from the 
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incident wavelength. As a consequence, the incident wavelength does not need to be tuned at 
the SPR maximum to detect a trapping event, thus emphasizing the flexibility of SHG for 
sensing purposes. The case of realistic nanoantennas was also addressed demonstrating that 
SHG allows to observe trapping events even in more realistic experimental conditions. The 
variation of the SH intensity is observed for gold nanoparticles as small as 5 nm if the 
dimensions of the nanoantenna are optimized demonstrating that SHG is a promising 
alternative to the conventional linear optical methods for the detection of trapping events at 
the nanoscale. Furthermore, the numerical results presented in this article demonstrate that 
SHG makes possible the characterization of the optical trap and the determination of its 
properties, like for example the trap stiffness and the trapping time [46]. Indeed, a 10 nm 
displacement of a nanoparticle trapped in the gap of a realistic nanoantenna can induce a 
variation of the SH intensity as high as 50%, providing real-time information of the 
nanoparticle location inside the trap. For example, it is then possible to replace linear 
scattering by SHG in the quadrant detection scheme for the determination of trap stiffness 
[47]. 
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